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SOME SAY I’M ARROGANT
. . . BUT I JUST
HATE PEOPLE
DISRESPECTING
YOU WHEN
YOU’RE
WORKING
HARD

ALAN CROWHURST (GETTY IMAGES)

Christophe
Soumillon’s
celebrations
prove controversial
– not for the ﬁrst
time – after he
lands the Eclipse
on Vadeni

The Big Read
Mark Boylan speaks to star
rider Christophe Soumillon in
the build-up to Vadeni’s Irish
Champion Stakes assignment

N

EARLY two decades have come and
gone since Christophe Soumillon
got his first taste of Irish racing, but
the scars of that initial visit have
stayed with him to this day.
Irish Derby weekend in 2003 brought with it a
host of intrigue and excitement around the
bright-eyed boy from Brussels. National
newspapers were abuzz with lengthy features
introducing the 22-year-old ahead of his maiden
voyage to Irish shores – hardly a surprise given
his growing reputation in France.

After all, it had been just four weeks since the
assured youngster caused a stir in the French
Derby – even triggering a flurry of irate letters to
the Racing Post – over an “arrogant” comecatch-me gesture to his rivals when bolting up
on Dalakhani.
For the jockey who once aimed to become a
professional chef, the Curragh meeting had all
the ingredients to become a dream weekend.
After serving up a sweet Pretty Polly Stakes
success aboard the James Toller-trained Hanami
a day earlier, everything pointed to another

Classic procession for the Aga Khan’s unbeaten
4-7 favourite Dalakhani in the Irish Derby.
A harsh lesson was incoming for Soumillon,
though.
Like a moth drawn to a flame, France’s former
champion apprentice was lured in earlier than
ideal to a strong gallop set by Ballydoyle
pacemakers, leaving the superstar colt
vulnerable to be picked off by the wily Johnny
Murtagh aboard Alamshar in the closing stages.
That half-length defeat would ultimately prove
Continues page 14
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the sole blemish in Dalakhani’s superlative
career.
“It was probably one of the saddest
experiences I’ve ever had on a racecourse,” says
Soumillon, who is preparing for a similarly
high-stakes ride aboard French ace Vadeni in
Saturday’s Irish Champion Stakes.
“I don’t believe Dalakhani should have lost
that day and I had a lot of frustration after the
race. Thankfully Alamshar was also owned by
His Highness [the Aga Khan], so that took a bit
of the sour taste from my mouth, but it was
honestly a very difficult experience.
“To me, Dalakhani could have been the same
as Zarkava and retired undefeated. He was a
great horse. We took the risk to travel to Ireland,
trying to show his ability, but tactically I used
him up too early in the race. When you love a
horse as much as I loved him, it’s tough to get
beaten that way. It’s difficult to accept.
“It was an experience I learned a lot from,
though. Something I hate is making the same
error twice.”
Like him or not, there is an authentic passion
that is to the very core of Soumillon’s being. He
is a natural horseman, a master tactician and
deep thinker, never afraid to back his
judgement or go against convention.
It is an exquisite mix of qualities that has
helped elevate him to become one of the finest
riders in world racing over the past 20 years,
recording Group/Grade 1 winners in ten
different countries, although he accepts he is
not everyone’s cup of tea. He shows emotion –
as the Sandown stewards observed when
handing him a 12-day ban (reduced to eight
days after an appeal) for his careless celebration
after Vadeni in the Coral-Eclipse – he insists he
has no time for disingenuous individuals and
doesn’t shy away from telling connections the
unvarnished truth.
This, he believes, may lead to some people
viewing him as arrogant, but the 41-year-old
acknowledges his outlook on life has changed
over the course of his career.

‘SOMETHING I HATE IS
MAKING THE SAME
MISTAKE TWICE’
“I feel less pressure these days,” he says.
“When you’re 20 and His Highness makes the
decision to have you riding for him, you want to
prove to everybody that you are the man for the
job. Today I don’t have to prove anything. I
have to keep going the same way, and that’s a
different type of vision.
“They all know I can work hard and win a lot
of races, but it’s most important to win the big
races – and not to lose them. Sometimes,
maybe once every 50 times, you will win a
Group 1 because of a great ride rather than it
being one of the favourites, but it’s much easier
to miss one. When you get older, you see a few
things differently than when you are 20 or 25
years old.”
Asked to describe his personality, Soumillon
says: “I’m able to make a lot of sacrifices to get
to my targets and work hard. I think I’m
courageous – that’s one of the most important
things. I’m able to release pressure quite fast.
“Like everybody, sometimes there are bad
times in life that put you in difficult positions
but I like to be in these types of places because
you need to control your mind and body all the
time.
“It feels great when you are able to come
back, because I never had a completely perfect
career. There are ups and downs. But the most
important thing is to know how to climb back
up again, that’s what I want to show to my kids.
“Life is always difficult and whatever happens
you have to be able to find new emotions to
focus on a fresh target.”
Having been crowned French champion
jockey on ten occasions and registered two Prix
de l’Arc de Triomphe triumphs, there have
certainly been plenty of moments to celebrate
in Soumillon’s career, although the path he

alludes to has not always been straightforward.
The husband to former Miss France and
television presenter Sophie Thalmann
describes his fallout with the Aga Khan in 2009
as the most difficult moment he has
encountered in the sport, having originally
occupied the position since signing a
retainership in 2001. A statement from the Aga
Khan at the time of the split said Soumillon’s
contract was not being renewed because
human relations had “become difficult”.
Reports suggested the jockey had made
derogatory comments about trainer Andre
Fabre at a charity event.
However, four years after splitting, the pair
patched up their relationship to sign a new
contract, much to Soumillon’s delight.
“I think in French racing I’m probably one of
the longest jockeys on a contract with the same
owner,” he says.
“For me, it’s more important than
anything to make sure I can do my
best until the end for him. The main
target is to show their breeding all
over the world and prove they
are still on top of the game.”
Soumillon takes
inspiration from
other great
sportspeople.
“I think you can
always pick up great
motivation this way,”
he says. “I felt that
after watching Rafael
Nadal at Roland
Garros, and when I
read books about
great boxers or
cyclists, the likes of
Michael Jordan or
Tiger Woods. They
always have ups
and downs in life.
They have tough
moments and

can be on the end of tough criticism.
“Sometimes it’s very difficult as a jockey to
hear people speaking nice to you before races,
and then afterwards to be quite bad. I can’t
understand why people behave like that. It’s
something I would never do, and that’s why
some people say I’m arrogant. Sometimes I
have people speaking badly to me after a race
and I respond in the same way they do.
“I hate people disrespecting you when you
are working hard and trying your best all the
time. In racing, nobody knows why a horse
might run so-so on the day. That’s sport. I don’t
just do what most other people do in saying ‘I
agree with you’ when thinking the opposite. We
are all human beings, we all have different
feelings about the same things. It’s life.”
It was during one of Soumillon’s most
precarious times that he pulled off one of the
most cherished victories in his career on just

his second ride over jumps in the 2010 French
Champion Hurdle.
In a remarkable Grade 1 contest, his mount
Mandali was never challenged on the front end
and ran out an extremely easy winner, resulting
in an irate Auteuil crowd booing the beaten
riders home for failing to keep tabs on the
tearaway leader.
“One day I need to find, just like I did in JeanPaul Gallorini and Bartabas, a crazy trainer and
crazy owner with a great horse and the guts to
ask me to ride,” says Soumillon, whose father
Jean-Marc plied his trade as a jump jockey.
“It was one of my best moments in racing –
along with winning the Arc with Zarkava –
because my dad was there and it was
something pretty incredible.
“I will never forget it because it came during
one of the toughest times of my life because I
got fired from my job with His Highness the
year before. I had to prove to myself and the
people that I was still able to compete, whatever
challenge was put in front of me.”

B

UT would he be willing to switch
codes again for the mount on
Honeysuckle in next year’s
Champion Hurdle if Rachael
Blackmore happened to be
unavailable?
“I will ask the team of His Highness if they’d
let me go for it,” Soumillon quips. “I’m not able
to do it in my contract, but for a special
occasion then why not? I like doing different
things. Every year I watch Cheltenham and the
big races over jumps in Ireland and the UK – it’s
on the television over here so we watch a lot of
it.”
Soumillon cites Frankie Dettori as one of his
earliest riding inspirations, having been
captivated by a poster in the window of a
Ladbrokes betting shop in Belgium that
featured Dettori partnering Lammtarra to
victory in the 1995 Arc. The man nicknamed
Super Soumi even convinced the betting shop
manager for a copy of the poster for his
bedroom wall.
Despite his fondness for the veteran’s
showmanship and skills, it remains to be seen
whether the father of three will aim to prolong
his career as much as the evergreen Dettori,
who is now 51.
“Today I want to give my children a great

Christophe Soumillon
at Sandown on Eclipse
day and with sons Robin
and Mika after winning
the big race on Vadeni
(far left); Irish Derby
disappointment as
Dalakhani is beaten by
Alamshar (far right) but
compensation came in
the Arc (right); Almanzor
(bottom right) brought
glory at Leopardstown in
the 2016 Irish Champion

memory of what I’m doing because in less than
ten years I will probably retire,” says Soumillon.
“This is the last straight, you know?
“I want to retire at the summit of my sport.
It’s never easy to predict as the main factor is
the horse. You can ride great races, but you
need champions to win. It looked like Mick
Kinane might have been about to retire but
then he found Sea The Stars. When you come
across a horse like this, something special can
happen.”
What might life after race-riding have in store
for the rider who enjoys skiing, cycling and
other sporting activities but has been immersed
in horses since beginning pony racing at the
age of seven?
“I think I’m going to travel a lot and discover
the world,” he says. “I want to make up for all
the seasons where I couldn’t go on holidays or
take trips with my children and wife.
“I’m not sure I’ll find better emotions doing
another job. You never know, but I don’t think
I’ll stay in horseracing. When I retire, I’ll make

‘THIS IS THE LAST
STRAIGHT, YOU KNOW?
I WANT TO RETIRE
AT THE SUMMIT’

myself quiet and enjoy my retirement.
“I have so much luck in my life to work
around racehorses; they allow us to learn about
ourselves as people. The horse is an amazing
animal, they help to improve a man. You can
see the impact they have on unwell children
and people with mental health struggles, and
that’s no surprise.
“Sometimes horses aren’t always trying to
help you in a good way in terms of behaving
tough, but most of them make you understand
yourself better.”
Soumillon has an excellent understanding of
his own as to what it takes to win the Royal
Bahrain Irish Champion Stakes. When
plundering the 2016 edition aboard the brilliant
Almanzor, the race was ranked the world’s best
turf race that year in the Longines standings.
“I thought I’d finish in the first three when I
came into the home straight but I never
thought he’d get past Found that well,” he says.
“She was such a tough mare performing at
the top of her game at that time, but Almanzor
went by her so quickly. It made me think ‘wow’.
It was a performance that took him to a
different level. He was just a champion.”
So how does Almanzor compare to this
year’s Leopardstown favourite Vadeni? Both
trained by Jean-Claude Rouget, the pair ran
out classy winners of the Prix du Jockey Club
in the year of their Irish Champions Weekend
assignments, while Soumillon has already
labelled Vadeni a “monster”, “superstar”

and “machine” in recent weeks.
“They are quite similar,” says the jockey. “In
their races, they can be a little keen and they
needed a few races to settle in order to help
them in the closing stages. Almanzor was
probably a bit quicker than Vadeni in the
beginning of his races, and when you asked
him to quicken he was more on the bit, but
both have a great acceleration.
“To me, what Vadeni did at Sandown was
amazing because it’s probably one of the UK’s
toughest tracks and beating so many great
horses with a lot of experience – with a pace
that wasn’t crazy – it was something great.
When you have a great horse, everything is
possible.”
On Vadeni’s preparation, Soumillon adds:
“He had a small break for a month and a half.
Jean-Claude will have given him a chance to
grow up a bit and take a bit of muscle. I’m sure
he’s going to change physically a little. Hopefully
he’ll have the same ability to quicken.
“It’s always easier when you have a horse like
him with a great turn of foot, but also when
they relax. Especially when racing overseas in
the best races. The way he did it at Sandown
indicated to me that he’ll be able to do well at a
track like Leopardstown.”
With the Churchill colt an Aga Khan
homebred attempting to enhance his already
significant future breeding value, the hugely
experienced rider will be acutely aware of just
how crucial Saturday’s assignment is for the
owner’s operation.
He has more than atoned for Dalakhani’s
defeat over the course of the past 19 years, but
it’s not difficult to draw similarities between the
two star colts as French Derby winners
attempting to solidify their reputations in one
of Ireland’s marquee races. This is familiar
territory.
“His Highness has a big crop of horses each
year and we do everything we can to progress,
trying to find some rare jewels,” says Soumillon.
“Zarkava and Dalakhani have been the first
two great horses I’ve ridden. Even though he
isn’t unbeaten, I hope Vadeni will be able to
follow the same kind of career as a multiple
Group 1 winner. It’s an exciting moment for us.”
One of racing’s true artists of the saddle is
poised to showcase his latest masterpiece. Get
set for another virtuoso performance.
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Mark Boylan reveals the key punting
pointers for the Galway festival, page 16

Five meetings in
Britain cancelled
due to 40C forecast
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Market Rasen 36

A treat for punters with eight races on ITV
featuring Royal Ascot heroine Magical Lagoon’s
bid for Irish Oaks glory and ﬂying ﬁlly
Maria Branwell’s attempt to repel the Hannon
battalion in the Weatherbys Super Sprint
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Pricewise and Paul Kealy with the
day’s best bets, pages 22-24
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Newmarket 56

By Peter Scargill
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FIVE race meetings in Britain
on Monday and Tuesday have
been cancelled because of the
f o re ca s t f o r e xt re m e h ig h
temperatures.
Monday’s fixtures at Beverley
and Windsor will not go ahead
and neither will Tuesday’s at
Chelmsford, Southwell and
Wolverhampton after the BHA
yesterday took the decision to
call off the cards once the Met
J

Cartmel 60

|

F

Ripon 50

Office had issued a red weather
warning for extreme heat for
the first time.
Record temperatures of up to
40C are forecast on Monday
a n d Tu e s d ay w i t h B r i t a i n
remaining in the grip of a
prolonged spell of hot and dry
weather, prompting the Met
Office to issue the red weather
warning for large parts of
central, northern, eastern and
south-eastern England.
The areas covered by the

|

F

Doncaster 90

|

F

warnings include the five
courses where racing has been
cancelled.
The Met Office said the heat
has the potential to cause
“population-wide adverse
h e a l t h e f f e c t s, l e a d i n g t o
serious illness and danger
to life”. It urged “substantial
changes in working practices
and daily routines” to
manage the impact of the
conditions, along with
Continues page 5
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HERE is nothing quite
like a week at Galway to
test your punting skills.
A total of 29 Flat puzzles
and 24 jumping
conundrums are staged at the
seven-day spectacular, which gets
under way on Monday week, making
it one of the most challenging
meetings in the Irish calendar.
Given the sheer volume of action
at Ballybrit – and the fact Glorious
Goodwood runs alongside the
festival – this is a meeting where
punters need to be selective and not
get carried away.
It is unrealistic to expect to find
the winners of all 53 races at the
festival, so don’t try to. Keeping your
powder dry for the right
opportunities is essential.

Mullins makes profit on Flat

Dermot Weld used to be the king of
the Galway festival, having been
leading trainer on numerous
occasions, but Willie Mullins is
Ballybrit’s powerhouse trainer
nowadays.
Despite jump racing being his
priority, it is the Closutton maestro’s
Flat string that has been most
profitable to follow at recent
festivals.
Had you backed Mullins’ runners
blind since 2012 you would be in
front by €19.90 to €1 level stakes.
He’s had 80 winners from 354
runners at a 23 per cent strike-rate.
His strike-rate increases to 28 per
cent if focusing solely on his Flat
runners. He’s had 23 winners from
82 runners in that discipline,
yielding a level-stakes profit of
€39.10.
Mullins’ 30 per cent strike-rate in
bumpers during that period is
impressive, but such runners are
often well found in the market and
following him blindly in these races
would have led to a small loss of
€1.73. He is just 3-41 in handicap
chases since 2012 (level-stakes loss
of €27.38).
Weld has had 12 winners from 102
runners since 2017, but his record in
Flat maidens is still noteworthy. He
has won with 32 per cent of his 82
representatives in these races at the
last ten festivals.

Emmet also one to watch

Grand National-winning trainer
Emmet Mullins has had only 35
runners at the meeting since the
start of his career in 2015, but all his
runners must be respected.
Given his biggest career winners
have come in handicaps you might
assume his runners in these races
could be most potent, but he is just
1-17.
His success has come in nonhandicaps, where he is operating at
a 39 per cent strike-rate with a levelstakes profit of €15.50 with seven
winners from 18 runners.
Aidan O’Brien isn’t afraid to send
some of his best youngsters to
Galway, and he has a 30 per cent

Marks Boylan on
o
the betting angles
he uses to make
e it
pay at the popular
Irish festival

Low draws, course form and
the key Willie Mullins stats:
how to get ahead at Galway
A detailed view of Galway’s ups and downs
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Tougher than Cheltenham
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140ft
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Flat course
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Start
strike-rate with his Flat maiden
runners in the last ten festivals.
However, he is just 1-54 in Flat
handicaps during the same period.
Gordon Elliott so often dominates
the summer jumping scene but
Galway hasn’t been lucrative for
him. His record in the last ten
festivals is 10-225 – a strike-rate of
just four per cent. He’s had just two
winners from 89 runners over
hurdles.

Patrick the punters’ pal

Bearing in mind Willie Mullins’
record, it is hardly surprising that
Patrick Mullins (right) has also been
a punters’ pal.
He has had 24 winners from 65
rides in the last ten festivals at a 37
per cent strike-rate, with a levelstakes profit of €32.60.
Mullins has also won on seven of
his eight rides in Flat maidens
during this period.
Gavin Ryan is another name to
note. The 22-year-old, who struck on
his first Galway ride in 2018, seems
to be particularly effective in races
from 7f to 1m½f, operating at a 23
per cent strike-rate (six wins from 26
rides and a €24.38 profit) over these
trips.

Draw is key over minimum

Seven furlongs is the minimum
distance at the festival and being
drawn low over that trip is a
significant benefit, particularly when

A pace burn-up can always
happen, but the stats show that
being handy is clearly best around
here – regardless of ground
conditions.

Source: Google Earth
the ground is good or better. Having
momentum checked over this trip
can put paid to your chances, and
getting away well from a low draw is
key in order to stay out of trouble.
Of the 105 contests at this distance
since 2012, the bottom four stalls
have produced 49 per cent of all
winners, with most victors coming
from stall one.
The better the ground, the better it
is to be drawn low. Using SPs and
treating, for example, an evenmoney shot as 0.5 expected winners,
cted
you would have expected
40.71 winners from staalls
one to four when the
ground is good or
better over all trips.
There were actually
50.
Those drawn on
the outside also do
well. Stall 14 has a
solid record over
seven furlongs and,
given the maximum field
over this distance is 155
runners, this suggests those who
stay widest from their draw and
deliver their run in the clear are
possibly strengthening their claims,
as opposed to runners from middle
stalls who can meet traffic as beaten
prominent runners weaken.
Likewise, a field of 16 can be
accommodated over a mile and a
half and stall 16 in these races has
been exceeding market expectations.

Finish
While it is still generally best to be
drawn close to the rail, higher draws
generally have improved strike-rates
on good to soft ground or worse.
Over a mile low numbers are also
favoured, but the impact of the draw
is less keenly felt over a mile and a
half and further.

Hard for hold-up horses

Racing close to the pace is usually
favoured, especially over shorter
distances on the Flat.
In seven-furlong contests at the
fest
last ten festivals,
85 of 105 races
were won
w by horses leading
or raacing prominently.
Th
he market expected
4
41.44
wins for those
held up, but there
were only 20.
Over a mile you
would have expected
9 wins from front9.72
ru
unners, but 16 scored
at a strike-rate of 20 per
cent, and it is a similar
story over a mile and a half.
However, over a mile and threequarters and further, prominent
racers boast stronger records than
leaders.
Over the Galway Hurdle trip of
two miles, front-runners have
outperformed those held up in
terms of market expectations at the
last ten festivals. Prominent tactics
also pay off over the Galway Plate
trip of 2m6½f.

A blend of tactical speed to establish
a position, as well as stamina to
withstand the fabled Galway hill, are
key to success at this unique track.
Taking a standard Flat race over an
extended mile as an example (the
full loop is 9.8 furlongs), the action
begins with a fair downhill drop of
26.3 feet for the first 2.65 furlongs
before levelling out for the next 1.91
furlongs.
A descent of 16.2 feet then follows
before runners round the final bend
and race for home up the Ballybrit
hill (see graphic, left).
For all the talk of Cheltenham’s
famous incline on the New course,
which rises approximately 32.8 feet
across the last three furlongs,
Galway provides an even tougher
finishing test.
There is an elevation gain of 45.9
feet over a final stretch of 2.75
furlongs, testing stamina and
resolution when it matters most.
This elevation profile is largely
similar for the festival hurdle and
chase courses around the outer
track.

Horses for courses

Considering these unique
characteristics, it is hardly surprising
Galway produces course specialists,
and experience on the track can be a
real benefit.
Indeed, it is not uncommon for
horses to run twice – and possibly
even three times – during the week,
and such horses can be underrated.
Busted Tycoon (2013) and One
Cool Poet (2019) are the only hattrick heroes, but horses doubling up
is pretty frequent. There have been
65 winners from 479 runners (14 per
cent strike-rate) who had run at
Galway earlier in the week.
Interestingly, the market only
expected 55.09 winners.
Horses who had previously run at
Galway won 22 races at the 2018
festival, 24 in 2019, 21 in 2020 and 25
in 2021. Including those who had
won earlier that week, previous
course winners landed ten races at
the 2018 meeting, 13 in 2019, four in
2020 and nine last year.
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‘COSTS
COSTS ARE GOIN
GOING CRAZY’ BALLINROBE
Mark Boylan examines the ﬁnancial
PUNTERS’ GUIDE
health of Irish racing
Focus on the Mayo course as it shares
centre stage with Musselburgh to
provide today’s racing action
while England swelters

Previews, page 10
Best bets, pages 12-13

Special report, pages 8-9

‘It’ll take a fair
one to beat him’
– Hanlon bullish
about big Galway
Plate hope Hewick
By Brian Dowling
SHARK HANLON has never
been one to shy away from the
big occasion and believes it will
take a “fair one” to beat bet365
Gold Cup winner Hewick in
next week’s Galway Plate.
The trainer is readying the
seven-year-old for a tilt at the
€270,000 contest tomorrow
week on his first start over
fences since a dominant
display on the final day of the
British jump season in April.
Hewick, who is rated 6lb
higher than his Sandown
success, will bid to provide his
trainer with his first win in one
of Irish jump racing’s most
prestigious races.
Hanlon is no stranger to

Today’s cards

J

h av i n g c o n f i d e n c e i n h i s
runners, best seen last year
when describing Skyace as a
y before
“bloody certainty”
o land
she went on to
the Mares Noviice
Hurdle Champiionship Final at
Fa i r y h o u s e,
supplying her
trainer with his
f i r s t G ra d e 1
success.
Hewick was
bought for just
d also
€850 in 2017 and
i
l
won the Durham N
National
last season for Hanlon, who
says it would be like a
“fairytale” should his stable
star land another big prize next
week.

Ballinrobe 4.30 42

|

F

Hanlon (below) said: “You’d
be a little afraid it might be too
short [the trip], but he has
plentyy of ggo about him and
p
ng a s h e’s n o t
as lon
takeen off his feet in
the first furlong or
wo I think he’ll
tw
ggo there with a
real chance. It
would be
fairytale stuff.
“I think he’s
geetting stronger
d I’ve been very
and
happyy with him at
home. H
He carried a lot of
h
weight in Sandown which was
a tough race and it didn’t
bother him at all, so I’m not
over worried about whatever
Continues page 2

Musselburgh 1.50 30
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Hewick (Jordan Gainford) puts in a dominant display to land the bet365 Gold Cup at Sandown

Kenilworth 11.55 36
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SPECIAL REPORT

Fighting an uphill battle

ALAN CROWHURST (GETTY IMAGES)

Courses, trainers, owners, jockeys and stable staff – they’re
all feeling the pinch as the industry in Ireland grapples with
mounting economic challenges

Mark Boylan looks
at the financial
health of Irish
racing in testing
times

I

RISH racing’s resilience has
been tested in unprecedented
ways across the past two and a
half years.
Any hope that the road away
from Covid might be a time of
renewed optimism have been shortlived as the sport faces up to the
significant economic challenges
caused by Brexit and the tragic
Ukrainian crisis.
Throw in serious concerns over the
rising cost of living and there is a
series of clear and present obstacles
facing an industry that, in many ways,
is still in recovery from the pandemic.
On the surface, Irish racing’s
situation appears more stable than
Britain’s, where concerns over
small-field sizes, lo
ow prizemoney and the
disconnect between
key decision-makin
ng
bodies do not, by
and large, exist
in Ireland.
Moreover, Irish
horses and their
connections
continue to carry
all before them
internationally.
However, the
industry doesn’t exxist in
a vacuum and there is a hint
of the metaphorical duck gliding
serenely across the water while
kicking like the clappers underneath.
Things are rarely as idyllic as they
seem and financial pressures are
intensifying for many at the coalface
in key sectors.
Economists are also talking of an
impending recession in Europe after
the euro last week fell below that of
the dollar for the first time in 20 years,
so the outlook generally is precarious.

Racing isn’t immune to such
volatility.

‘We’re dealing with a rise in
costs of 35 to 40 per cent’

Eddie Scally, who manages Gowran
Park and Wexford racecourses, says
the past 12 months has placed a
massive strain on the financial
stability of all tracks.
“If you take a blanket look at 2021
compared to 2022 I’d estimate we’re
now dealing with a rise in costs of 35
to 40 per cent,” he says.
“The most obvious one is labour.
We’ve had to increase staff wages in
line with the cost of living and I’ve
been unfortunate to lose one of my
better staff, as even with a pay rise
they didn’t feel it was enough
considering the cost of fuel and
where they were commuting from.
“Aside from that, we’re out cutting
grass day and night so the fuel cost is
killing us, as well as the price of
chemicals needed for those tasks.
Fertiliser has nearly doubled.
Compared to 12 months ago, these
have probably gone up nearly 40 per
cent.”
Plans for a new
ding project at
build
wran Park were
Gow
orriginally expected
o cost roughly
to
€1.3
€ million.
However,
rising
H
costs
mean the
c
HRI
H grant-aided
development
to
d
modernise
the
m
weiighing room area
w likely to grow
is now
oximately €1.8m
to appro
by the timee it is completed.
Scally believes all Irish tracks are
facing similarly difficult times when it
comes to making ends meet.

‘We’re out cutting
grass day and night so
the fuel cost is killing
us’
Eddie Scally (above)

He says: “I know people can give us
stick for our prices, but we try to look
after our clients as best we can. Our
caterers’ costs have gone up 20 or 30
per cent and we can’t pour that full
increase on to the customer or else
we’d have none. A lot of that hike is
carried by ourselves.
“Insurance costs have gone up
without any real reason, and I’d say
we’re paying an extortionate fee, but
we need it. No major claims have
gone in, but the crazy scenario we’re
in means we’re lucky to have cover.
“Everything from racecards to
water is more challenging. Our
electricity bill has gone up 35 per cent
and we’re doing everything we can to
use less. We’re almost forgotten in the
whole thing and every racecourse in
Ireland is in a pretty much identical
scenario.”
Horse Racing Ireland’s six-month
statistics for the first half of 2022 are
expected to show a drop in
attendance figures of just under 10
per cent compared to pre-pandemic
levels in 2019.
John Lynam, a respected analyst of
Irish racing and bloodstock trends,
believes followers of the sport have
become so accustomed to watching
races remotely during lockdowns that
attracting them back to the track is
challenging.
“It’s partly a side effect of Covid
with people not going racing during
that time, and partly media rights
through the way we watch racing
nowadays,” Lynam says.
“The scenario around media rights
has turned race meetings into an a la
carte menu. You might be interested
in only three or four races spread out
throughout the card, and now you
can just watch those races in
comfort, fitting them into your daily
routine.
“You got used to watching racing
from home, either on your TV, phone
or tablet, and I think that has changed
attitudes towards going racing.”
He adds: “You also had cases where
new online accounts were set up to
bet from home during lockdown
while betting offices were closed, and
people have got used to that too.

“Throw in the cost of fuel and the
time you save by not travelling
potentially a few hours, and
unfortunately it makes sense why
people might not be going racing as
frequently as before.”

‘You might think twice about
declaring a horse up north’

The dramatic hike in petrol and diesel
costs has hit several sectors of the
industry hard. Trainers, maybe more
than any other stakeholder, struggle
to mitigate against the surging cost of
fuel.
Tipperary-based dual-purpose
handler Denis Hogan suggests he is
now being more selective about
having runners in Northern Ireland
because of fuel prices.
“Our overall costs have gone up
significantly and we’ve been forced to
up our fees to make it work,” says
Hogan.
“Such is the cost of fuel, you might
think twice about declaring a horse at
one of the northern tracks if they
were going to be your only runner.
You can’t pass all the costs on to the
owner either. It is taaking
plenty of planning and
budgeting.”
Fellow trainer
Liam Burke is
worried how the
industry would
handle another
major crisis in the
near future. He is
one of many
handlers feeling
the effects of risingg
feed prices caused by
Russia’s invasion off
Ukraine.
“I’d imagine my feed costs have
gone up roughly 40 per cent in recent
times,” says Burke.
“It’s tough, and it will continue to
be tough, but we have to remember
there are worse things happening
around the world.
“Costs have gone crazy. Without
meaning to sound too downbeat
about it, we’ve had Covid, now the
war is going on in Ukraine, and if
another big setback pops up then

you’d have to be concerned.
“I’d be worried going forward for a
small trainer like myself. I haven’t
changed my fees for a long time and
have been absorbing costs for a
number of years.”
As well as domestic journeys
becoming more expensive, Brexitrelated costs have made trips to the
UK with Irish-trained runners far
more costly and convoluted.
According to one trainer, the
transport cost for a horse travelling
one way to Britain was €350, plus VAT,
before Brexit.
The same trainer said this cost was
€650 each way this year, with EU
export papers and a health certificate
costing €150, while there was also a
UK agriculture department charge of
€55. A fuel surcharge of €35 was also
required on this particular journey
and a separate veterinary health
travel certificate costing €11.35, as
well as a fee of €55 for the horse’s
groom travelling on the lorry. If an
Irish horse was travelling to Britain to
be sold, the trainer said an Equine
Infectious Anaemia blood test would
be required for €85.
Hogan
n made a series of
succeessful trips to the
UK with runners
beefore the
p
pandemic,
b such journeys
but
h
have
not been as
f
frequent
for Irish
h
handlers
since
C
Covid-19.
“There are three
factors in my horses
goingg over less often,”
says Ho
ogan.
“Fuel hass gone up
significantly, Brexit checks have
brought added costs and your staff
will be gone for a number of days,

‘Costs are going crazy.
I’d be worried going
forward for a small
trainer like myself ’
Liam Burke (above)

which in itself is a cost.
“You need to plan those trips well
and feel you could win a couple of
races. You also have to know your
dates well in time to get the all-clear
from the department vet.”
Peter Fahey, a Cheltenham
Festival-winning trainer, says:
“Travelling to Britain isn’t as
straightforward as before, but when
you go through Belfast there isn’t as
much paperwork as opposed to
Dublin or Rosslare. It’s a little more
expensive, but not as severe as going
through the southern ports.”
There has also been controversy
over the BHA not allowing Irish
horses to resume running in Class 5
and Class 6 handicaps or classified
stakes on the Flat and Class 5
handicaps over jumps. Having
initially brought in the directive as a
Covid-19 preventive measure, a BHA
spokesperson said last week there is
no sign of an imminent change to the
situation. The collateral impact of
that decision is another factor which
is limiting the business models of
Irish trainers, who depended on
access to those races.
“It’s just not that enticing to travel
across for the smaller meetings
anymore,” Hogan concludes.

‘Jockeys are working other
jobs to make ends meet’

While jockeys do not have to
transport horses they nonetheless
spend a lot of time on the road and,
the same as everyone else, are
having to make conscious efforts to
allay increasing fuel costs.

UP

Niall McCullagh, one of the most
experienced riders in the Flat ranks,
says: “You just have to deal with it,
but I’ve seen more jockeys trying to
carpool nowadays. They’re trying to
keep the costs down, especially
when going somewhere for just one
ride.
“If you don’t travel for a ride down
the country, someone else is taking
what you would have had.”
Irish Grand National-winning
jockey Ricky Doyle says carpooling
isn’t always practical, but riders must
go to meetings to forge
relationships with
connections even if
that trip may be a
loss-making
exercise.
“Sometimes if
you’re travelling
to meetings on
the other side of
the country for
one ride you’re not
making money,”
says Doyle.
“If you get a lift it’s
different, but it won’t
always work out right with timings.
The one ride might not win, but you
still have to look at the bigger picture
with that owner or trainer when
wanting to push for the chance of a
winner.”
Irish Jockeys Association secretary
Andrew Coonan is working on
negotiating an increased riding fee. A
deal with Horse Racing Ireland and
Association of Irish Racehorse
Owners which ran until October 2020

Fuel costs
Estimated
35-40%

Insurance costs
“extortionate”

Staff costs
To keep pace
with cost of living

Feed costs
Estimated 40%

has not yet been revisited, with Flat
jockeys earning €175 per mount and
jump jockeys €200.
When factoring in deductions from
those figures such as valets’ fees,
jockeys’ scheme contributions and
taxation, Coonan says several riders
are now making a loss as transport
costs surge.
“During Covid no jockey could
travel with other riders, and that
was a significant additional cost,
none of which was mitigated in any
way by a pay increase,” says
Coonan.
“Now we find
ourselves in this very
alarming, escalating
situation where
due to rising costs,
a number of
jockeys are
simply riding and
making a loss.
“Riding fees are
not covering their
weekly expenses.
Through various
means, not just riding
out, there are jockeys
working other jobs and doing
anything they can to make ends
meet.”

‘Due to rising costs, a
number of jockeys are
simply riding and
making a loss’
Andrew Coonan (above)

FLAT

Riding fees
Deal due to
end October
2020 not yet
revisited

‘Riders with the appropriate
skills are like gold dust’

Securing insurance has become an
acute issue in Ireland for a range of
adventure and sports activities, not
least racing. For Coonan, it has
become a major concern that his
organisation has been unable to
ascertain an insurance quote of any
description for jockeys’ indemnity
cover, particularly after Freddy
Tylicki’s £6 million victory in the High
Court in Britain against Graham
Gibbons in December.
“This is an issue we can’t leave in
abeyance, it has to be actively
pursued,” says Coonan.
“The cost is a factor – we’re unsure
what that will be while not having any
quote – but getting the cover is the
primary situation we’re dealing with.”
A shrinking insurance market has
caused significant problems for
Ireland’s equestrian sector. This is
due to underwriters deciding against
renewing policies, as well as a lack of
other willing underwriters in Britain.
Brexit has been blamed as one of
the primary factors in the
underwriting issue, as some British
firms are said to be unwilling to go
through the red tape required to set
up as insurers in Ireland for a niche
market.
Last season’s point-to-point
campaign was salvaged earlier this
year thanks to a group insurance
scheme which saw hunt clubs, which
organise racing between the flags,
stump up as much as €30,000 to join
the plan.

DOWN

Attendances
First six months
of 2022
lower than
pre-pandemic

Ireland’s pony-racing scene is in
limbo as it waits on a quote to
continue activity across the grassroots
sector, with a number of fixtures
postponed because of the issue.
There are added fears an extended
shutout could decimate the
production line of future young Irish
jockeys and industry staff at a time
when many yards across the country
are already struggling to attract
workers.
To that end, Irish Stable Staff
Association chief executive Bernard
Caldwell revealed a new minimum
wage for stable staff is set to be
negotiated from the hourly rates of
€10.75 for adults and €7.53 for those
aged under 18.
“It is difficult to get staff in any
industry nowadays,” says Caldwell.
“A lot of yards are paying well above
what we’ve currently set out as our
minimum rates of pay, and that is
done in order to get staff.
“I understand that the government
is looking at bringing in extra workers
from outside the EU, spread out
across different sectors in the
country.”
Lynam is adamant that ensuring
sufficient labour resources is key to
the future sustainability of the
industry.
“HRI’s strategic plan refers to
growth and staging more meetings,
and if you talk to any yard around the
country, staff is an issue,” he says.
“People in the civil service might
assume work-riding is an unskilled
job, but I can assure you riders with
the appropriate skills are like gold
dust.
“When HRI looks at expansion, it
needs to consider capacity
constraints in terms of staff. A trainer
told me recently that if he was offered
six yearlings by a good owner or two
good riders who would stay with him
for three years, he’d take the two
riders. That tells you the situation the
industry is presented with right now.”
There is clearly little scope for
complacency. We live in uncertain
times and many are running hard just
to stand still.

